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Tunable Fermi resonance in a C 2F6 monolayer on graphite
G. B. Hessa)

Physics Department, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia 22904

~Received 2 October 2001; accepted 29 January 2002!

The infrared absorption spectrum of C2F6 physisorbed on graphite in the commensurate 232 phase
has two strong, narrow peaks associated with then5 molecular vibration. They are interpreted as a
Fermi resonance betweenn5 and the n81n11 combination band, which are shifted into
near-coincidence by dynamic dipole coupling between the adsorbate molecules. The splitting and
relative strengths have been measured as the coupling is reduced in a lower-density, tilted,
incommensurate phase and are consistent with theory. It is shown that two alternative descriptions,
as Fermi resonance between exciton modes of the layer or as dynamic dipole coupling between
molecules with two vibration modes, are essentially equivalent. To fit the experimental frequency
shifts and absolute absorption strengths, it is necessary to use a value for then5 vibrational
polarizability of the adsorbed molecule that is somewhat smaller than the value for the free
molecule. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1462611#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy~IRRAS! is
widely used to study chemisorbed molecular layers
metals,1,2 but only occasionally has it been applied to phy
isorbed films on graphite.3–5 Graphite is a sufficiently good
conductor in the infrared so the usual dipole selection r
applies: Only the projection of the induced dipole mome
perpendicular to the surface is observable in infrared abs
tion. For a molecule such as C2F6, which has a strong ab
sorption band (n5) with dipole moment parallel to the C–C
axis and another (n7) perpendicular, IRRAS provides
rather direct experimental measure of the average tilt of m
ecules with respect to the surface normal.6 Apart from appli-
cations, IRRAS study of adsorbates on graphite offers
opportunity to observe dynamic dipole coupling effects w
minimal complication from chemical shifts, which are com
parable in magnitude in most chemisorption systems.

Knorr and co-workers studied C2F6 monolayers on
graphite by x-ray diffraction7,8 and heat capacity7 measure-
ments. They identified a low temperature, triangular co
mensurate 232 phase, with molecules inferred to be uprig
and a phase transition to an expanded triangular phase~TI! at
higher temperatures and lower chemical potentials~lower
spreading pressure!. The x-ray data show a continuous e
pansion on moving away from the commensurate phase.
IRRAS data show that, in addition, the molecular C–C a
becomes tilted progressively from nearly perpendicular
the surface at the transition to nearly parallel to the surf
some distance away. This work will be reported in det
elsewhere.9 Two samples of the absorption spectrum in t
region ofn5 for the commensurate monolayer are shown
dashed curves in Fig. 1. This spectrum hardly changes
the entire commensurate region of the phase diagram. T
are two sharp peaks of nearly equal height at 1132.8
1142.8 cm21, each only slightly wider than the instrument

a!Electronic mail: gbh@virginia.edu
6770021-9606/2002/116(15)/6777/5/$19.00
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resolution ~after apodization! of 0.75 cm21. The 3D gas-
phasen5 band is visible at lower energy, with its Q branch
1117 cm21. Figure 2 shows the shifts of the two frequenci
in the TI phase on moving away from the commensur
phase~points at the upper right end! by reducing the 3D
pressure; hence, the chemical potential. Data for four te
peratures fall on nearly the same curve.

Then5 mode is nondegenerate and all adsorbate sites
equivalent for the proposed triangular monolayer structu
Therefore, the splitting of the absorption band is attributed
mixing with then81n11 combination band. In the gas phas
this band is centered at 1139 cm21 and it has integrated
absorbance about 1/20 that ofn5 . It has suitable symmetry
(Eu3Eg5Eu1A1u1A2u for the symmetry groupD3d of the
free molecule! to mix with n5 (A2u). In the surface mono-
layer, the strongn5 mode is expected to be shifted to high
frequency by dynamic dipole coupling.10,11 That is, each vi-
brating molecule sees the electric dipole fields produced
its vibrating neighbors; this couples the individual molecu
vibrations into a band. Infrared wavelengths are much lon
than the intermolecular spacing, and so couple only to vib
tional ‘‘excitons’’ at the center of the Brillouin zone~that is,
with all molecules vibrating in phase!. The effect is treated
classically. If the dipole axes are oriented perpendicular
the layer, the effect is to shift the zone-center exciton
higher frequency.10 The spectra in Fig. 1 suggest that d
namic dipole coupling has shifted then5 mode sufficiently
that, in the absence of anharmonic coupling, it would nea
coincide with the combination mode. Then, anharmonic c
pling ~Fermi resonance! produces strong level mixing an
repulsion of about65 cm21. ~On the surface, the symmetr
of the molecule oriented perpendicular to the surface is
duced toC3v , representing the loss of inversion symmetr
this does not change the mixing of the combination mo
with n5 .) In the following sections the experiment is d
scribed, the theory is reviewed, and its predictions compa
with the experimental results.
7 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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II. EXPERIMENT

The substrate is a slab of highly oriented pyroly
graphic clamped to a copper cold finger, cooled by a clos
cycle refrigerator.12 This is enclosed in a small cell, with
ZnSe windows oriented for 70° angle of incidence, which
maintained at a temperature only slightly higher than tha

FIG. 1. Monolayer absorption spectra in then5 region of C2F6. The two
dashed curves are in the commensurate phase of the monolayer. The
solid curves are at lower pressures in the tilted incommensurate phase
sorption by the 3D gas is centered at 1117 cm21.

FIG. 2. Frequency of the upper peak vs frequency of the lower peak
various pressures at four different temperatures. Points at the upper righ
in the commensurate phase. The line represents theory, with param
from the fit shown in Fig. 3.
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the substrate. In these measurements the adsorbate is in
librium with 3D C2F6 gas admitted to the cell. The oute
vacuum jacket of the cryostat has another pair of ZnSe w
dows. Spectra were taken with a Mattson Research Se
Fourier transform spectrometer at 0.5 cm21 nominal resolu-
tion, summing scans for about 3 min per spectrum. T
rather unconventional cryogenic arrangement has severa
vantages, among them that measurements can be extend
relatively high pressures and substrate contamination p
lems are reduced by the cold cell walls.

III. RESULTS

Five spectra at 105 K for different gas pressures
shown in Fig. 1. At this temperature the monolayer TI pha
is crossed in a convenient range of pressures, high enoug
ensure rapid equilibration but low enough to avoid excess
absorption by the 3D gas. Antireflection coating of our wi
dows was optimized for a higher frequency range, so frin
are a problem in the range aroundn5 . In order to remove
them without reducing resolution, a background spectr
was constructed by splicing together segments away f
peaks of two other spectra, not included in the figure. T
background was subtracted from each spectrum shown.

The three spectra in the TI phase are shown by s
lines. As the pressure is reduced, both peaks move to lo
frequency and broaden. The higher-frequency peak lo
strength relative to the lower peak. At the same time
surfacen7 peak near 1275 cm21 ~not shown! has appeared
and is increasing in strength, indicating that the molecu
are tilting away from the surface normal. The peak frequ
cies and the areas under the bands in Fig. 1 were meas
and the results are plotted in Fig. 3. Figure 3~a! shows the
separation between the two peaks as a function of the lo
frequency. Figure 3~b! shows the ratio of the peak areas as
function of the lower frequency. The lines are results
theory discussed below. Here, we simply note that there

ree
b-

r
are
ers

FIG. 3. ~a! Separation of the peaks in Fig. 1 vs frequency of the lower pe
~b! Relative area under the peaks in Fig. 1. The lines are theory, describ
the text.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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two relevant free parameters and both curves are comple
determined by fitting each to the highest frequency d
point.

IV. ANALYSIS

Fermi resonance occurs when a fundamental vibratio
mode is close in frequency to an overtone or combinat
mode. The latter exist by virtue of anharmonic terms in
Hamiltonian of the formA1122q1

2q2
2 or A123q1q2q3 , whereqi

are vibrational normal coordinates in the harmonic appro
mation ~and 152 in the case of an overtone!. A term of the
cubic type involves a third mode and contributes only
second-order or higher of perturbation theory because
odd in at least one coordinate. Thus, the contribution to
energy is of the form u^c12uA123q1q2q3uc3&u2/(E11E2

2E3), wherec ’s are harmonic wave functions andEi are
first-order energies.13–15 If E11E2>E3 the energy denomi-
nator approaches zero and the perturbation treatment is
valid. Instead, it is necessary to choose new linear comb
tions of the~nearly! degenerate basis states to diagonalize
relevant part of the Hamiltonian. This procedure results i
fractional admixture ofc3 in the new eigenstates, given by16

a65A1

2
6

d

2Ad214W2
, ~1!

where d5E32E12, E125(E11E2) and W25uA123u2. The
new energy eigenvalues are

n65 1
2~E31E12!6 1

2Ad214W2. ~2!

If E3 is considered variable, Eqs.~1! and ~2! describe
anticrossing behavior, in which the larger admixture ofc3 is
transferred from the lower-energy branch to the high
energy branch asE3 increases through the valueE12. In the
case where the combination mode 112 has no oscillator
strength except that derived by mixing with the fundamen
mode 3, the absorption strength associated with each m
will be proportional toa6

2 . If the molecules are condense
on a surface, interactions with the substrate and interact
between the adsorbate molecules will shift these vibratio
frequencies. The latter interaction is predominantly from d
namic dipole coupling, which will shiftE3 as a function of
adsorbate density.

A Fermi resonance situation in an adsorbed film can
treated from two points of view, both of which are instru
tive. The starting point is a set of molecules with harmo
vibration modes, perturbed by anharmonic corrections wit
the molecule and by linear interactions between the m
ecules. The first approach~the ‘‘Fermi resonance approach’!
treats the linear interactions first, constructing Bloch wa
of coupled vibrations or ‘‘excitons,’’ then treats the princip
anharmonic term by the Fermi method.17 This leads to Eqs.
~1! and~2! above. Note that, besidesE3 , this theory contains
two parameters (E11E2) andW2. The second approach~the
‘‘dynamic dipole coupling’’ approach! treats the perturba
tions in the reverse order: A combination mode of the f
molecule, with frequency and polarizability which would r
sult from treatment of the anharmonic perturbations, is
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cluded along with the fundamental mode in the starting po
of a dynamic dipole coupling calculation. This calculation
carried through in some detail next.

Dynamic dipole coupling is treated by a classical mea
field model. The polarization on sitei is

pi5a~v!~E01Ei !,

wherea(v) is the molecular polarizability,E0 is the external
electric field ~assumed to be uniform over distances mu
larger than the lattice spacing!, andEi is the field at sitei due
to the polarization of all of the other molecules and th
images in the surface

Ei52 (
j ~Þ i !

Ui j pj .

If all sites are equivalent, these combine to give

p5
a~v!

11Ua~v!
E05a0~v!E0 , ~3!

whereU5( j (Þ i )Ui j is the dipole sum anda0(v) is the po-
larizability per molecule of the monolayer. For molecul
with N relevant vibrational modes

a~v!5ae1 (
n51

N anvn
2

vn
22v22 ignvnv

, ~4!

whereae is the electronic polarizability. We will assume th
dampinggn is negligible. This polarizability function hasN
pairs of poles at6vn and, providedae is nonzero,N pairs of
zeros. The transformation ofa(v) into a0(v) by the inter-
actionU can be rewritten from Eq.~3! as

1

a0~v!
5U1

1

a~v!
. ~5!

It is evident thata0(v) must have the same analytic form a
Eq. ~4! for a(v), but with different parametersāe(U),
ān(U), v̄n(U). The poles, but not the zeros, are shifted. O
more general property of the transformation is evident fr
inspection of Eq.~5!: If the interaction is separated into tw
parts,U5U21U1 , two successive transformations withU1

andU2 are equivalent to a single transformation withU. For
example,U1 might be the interaction of a molecule with it
own image;18 or for tilted moleculesU1 andU2 might be the
in-plane and perpendicular components of the field, p
jected on the molecular axis. For any starting pointae , an ,
vn , in the 2N11 dimensional parameter space, varyingU
generates a trajector that is the same for any starting poin
that trajectory. Thus, the empirical input parameters have
fundamental significance in the theory.

Consider first the case of a single resonance,N51.
Equations~3! and ~4! give

v̄1
25v1

2~11Ua1 /~11Uae!!, ~6a!

āe5ae~11Uae!
21, ~6b!

and

ā15a1~11Uae!
21~11U~ae1a1!!21. ~6c!

Two independent combinations of these should be invar
along the trajectory and can serve to label the trajecto
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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These can be taken asv̄1
2ā1 /āe

2 and āe(ā21ā1)/ā1 . With
these fixed, any noninvariant parameter~say,v̄1 or ā1) can
serve to designate the location along the trajectory. The
under the absorption peak is proportional toĀ1

5n*v Im$a0(v)%dv, wheren is the number of molecule
per unit area.10 Providedg1!1, this can be written asĀ1

5pnv̄1R̄1 , whereR̄1 is the residue at the pole at1v̄1 of
a0(v). Using the residue evaluated with Eq.~4! for U50,
this is A15(p/2)na1v1

2. This transforms asĀ15A1 /(1
1ae)

2, in agreement with Persson and Ryberg.10 The recur-
ring factor (11Uae)

21 represents the screening of the fie
at the site of one molecule due to the electronic polarizab
of all of the other molecules and the images.

For N52 the analogous relations are slightly more co
plicated. In the following one can choose~or not! to identify
resonance 1 with a fundamental mode and resonance 2
a combination mode. The poles ofa0(v) are found to be

v̄1,2
2 5 1

2~V1
21V2

2!6 1
2A~V1

22V2
2!21Y2, ~7!

where

V1
25V2

21Kx, ~8a!

V2
25v1

2v2
2~a11a2!/K, ~8b!

K5a1v1
21a2v2

2, ~9!

x5Ū2Q, ~10a!

Ū5U/~11Uae!, ~10b!

Q5~v2
22v1

2!~a1v1
22a2v2

2!/K2, ~11!

and

Y254a1a2v1
2v2

2~v2
22v1

2!2/K2. ~12!

Equation~7! has the form of an avoided crossing wi
asymptotesV2

2, a constant, andV1
2(U). The other input pa-

rameters are transformed as follows:

āe5ae~11Uae!
21, ~13!

as before;

K̄5K~11Uae!
22, ~14!

ā1v̄1
2,ā2v̄2

25 1
2K̄

AD21Y26D

AD21Y2
, ~15!

with

D5V2
22V1

2. ~16!

From this one can easily calculateā1 andā2 . The quantities
V̄2

2, Ȳ2, and K̄/āe
2 are invariants. The areas under the tw

absorption peaks are proportional to the two quantities in
~15!.

In order to compare the results of the Fermi resona
approach with the results of the dynamic dipole approach
is necessary to square Eq.~2!

n6
2 5 1

2~E3
21E12

2 !1W2

6 1
2A~E3

22E12
2 !214W2~E31E12!

2. ~17!

Typically W is not more than a few percent ofE12, so it is a
good approximation to neglect the additive termW2. Then,
Downloaded 03 May 2002 to 128.143.102.218. Redistribution subject to 
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Eq. ~17! is nearly equivalent to Eq.~7! with the identification
E125V2 andE35V1 , andW25Y2/16V2

2. A shortcoming of
this identification is that the presence ofE3 multiplying W2

under the radical skews the crossover region slightly. Thi
corrected by the modified identificationE125AV2

21W2 and
E35AV1

223W2, for which the equivalence of the two equa
tions is exact to orderW2 .

The normalized absorption strengths are found from
~15!

Ā1,2/~A11A2!5 1
26 1

2

D

AD21Y2
. ~18!

In the Fermi resonance approach, the absorption stren
are proportional to the square of the admixture coefficiena
in Eq. ~1!

a6
2 5 1

26 1
2

d

Ad21W2
. ~19!

Multiplying the numerator and denominator byE121E3

gives

Ā1,2/~A11A2!5a6
2

5 1
26 1

2

E3
22E12

2

A~E3
22E12

2 !214W2~E31E12!
2

. ~20!

With either identification, this differs from Eq.~18! by a term
of orderW2. This difference is at most barely discernible
Fig. 3~b!.

Da Costa and Coleman19 have calculated the IRRAS
spectrum for a multilayer film with two Lorentzian reso
nances, treating the film as a continuum layer with Fres
reflection at the interfaces. In this model the absorpt
peaks correspond to the LO modes, that is, the zeros of
dielectric function. This corresponds to the limitU→` in
the 2D dynamic dipole calculation.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Essentially equivalent predictions for the frequencies
the coupled modes are obtained from the Fermi resona
approach, Eq.~2! or ~17!, and the dynamic dipole approac
Eq. ~7!, provided appropriate identifications are made of t
parameters specifying the uncoupled mode energies and
coupling strength. Essentially the same expression for
relative strengths of the coupled modes is obtained, with
additional assumption in the Fermi resonance approach
the polarizability of the combination mode is derived entire
from mixing with the one resonant fundamental mode. T
reason the dynamic dipole approach implies this constr
can be rationalized as follows: No other strongly mixing fu
damental is included in the theory, so all other contributio
to the polarizability of the combination mode are secon
order perturbations that are not contained in a linear respo
theory.

Other parameters such as the absolute strengths,
~15!, can be included in the Fermi resonance approach w
further elaboration. The polarizability assigned to the fund
mental mode in the Fermi resonance approach must
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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a185a11a2v2
2/v1

2, ~21!

in order that the total integrated area of the absorption pe
in each approach be the same. This is for the singleton. If
parameters of the single resonance transform under the
namic dipole interaction according to Eq.~6! for N51, the
equivalence of areas is maintained for anyU. The unper-
turbed frequencyE3 is identified withv̄1 of the N51 cal-
culation. Then, Eq.~6a! gives

E3
25v1

21
a18v1

2

11Uae
U. ~22!

With Eq. ~21!, this has the same dependence onU as V1
2 ,

confirming the consistency of the identification ofE3
2 with

V1
2 ~or with V1

223W2).
The experimental frequency splitting and relative inte

sities shown in Fig. 3 are fit with either theory by choosi
W55.0 cm21 to fit the theoretical minimum separation to th
points at the right end of Fig. 3~a! and choosingE12 ~or
V2)51132.5 cm21 to fit the frequency scale to the highe
points in Fig. 3~b!. This two-parameter fit is consistent wit
the whole data set. Note that these parameters are inde
dent of a1 ~for fixed ratio a1 /a2) as well as ofae and U.
Those three parameters will produce translation along
curves, i.e., affect the value ofV1 .

It is of interest to check the consistency of the valueW
55.0 cm21 with the gas-phase properties. Using alsod
5222 cm21, Eq. ~1! predicts that (a1 /a2)250.047, which
is consistent with the observed relative absorption strengt
the combination mode if it is derived predominantly fro
mixing with n5 . Equation~2! predicts that the combinatio
mode will be shifted upward fromE12(5n81n11) by 1.1
cm21. The experimental estimates aren85522 cm21

~infrared20! and n115619 cm21 ~gas phase Raman21!. This
corresponds to adownwardshift of about 2 cm21. However,
the precision of the data, particularly for the Raman tran
tion, may be inadequate for a valid comparison.

One can ask whether the known parameters of the C2F6

molecule and the dipole sumU for the commensurate mono
layer are consistent with putting the system just beyond
crossing of the asymptotes, as is observed experiment
For a triangular adsorbate lattice,U depends only on the
lattice constantr s ~54.92 Å for the 232 commensurate lat
tice! and the distanced of the dipoles above the image plan
The estimated52.860.4 Å gives U50.091910.0005/
20.0015. The mean electronic polarizability calculated fro
the gas refractivity isae54.8 Å3. With an estimated value
g50.75 A3 for the polarizability anisotropy, this givesae

55.3 Å3 parallel to the molecular axis. The vibrational p
larizability for moden5 , calculated22,23 from the absorption
band strength24 is a150.92 Å3. ~Earlier absorption data20

give a value of 0.76 Å3.! These numbers give too large
value forV1 . In order to fit the experimental points for th
commensurate phase,U or ae must be changed by implau
sible amounts or the vibrational polarizability must be
duced toa150.55 Å3. @More precisely it is the combination
a1Ū, Eq. ~10b!, which must be reduced by a factor of 0.60#
The absolute absorption strength is proportional toK̄. The
predicted integrated absorption strength in the commensu
Downloaded 03 May 2002 to 128.143.102.218. Redistribution subject to 
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phase, using the above parameters and the nominal ang
incidence of 70°, is 0.120 cm21. The measured value is 0.07
cm21, smaller by a factor of 0.63. Equations~14! and ~9!
show thatK̄, like a1Ū, is effectively proportional toa1 , but
has twice as strong dependence onae and opposite depen
dence onU. A chemical shift ofv1 relative tov2 would also
shift V1 , but an implausible value~214 cm21! is required
and it would have negligible effect onK̄. This leaves reduc-
tion of a1 the most plausible remedy. The origin of th
apparent reduction ina1 is not understood. It is not unique t
moden5 : A correction factor of about 0.75 must be applie
to the frequency shift of then7 mode in the most expande
solid monolayer phase, where the molecular axes are v
nearly parallel to the surface. Calibrated absolute adsorp
data are not available in this region. In chemisorption s
tems the vibrational polarizability can be modified substa
tially by static and dynamic charge exchange with the s
face. This is not expected to be important in physisorptio
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